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We don’t yet know the details behind the tragic downing of the Malaysia Airlines jetliner over
eastern Ukraine on July 17 , but in one sense, the details aren’t going to matter very much in
the global scheme of things. The geopolitical outcome is already known. World outrage has
focused on Russian president Vladimir Putin  to such an extent that
Putin has suffered a huge loss of moral authority. That, in turn, lessens his range of actions in
his ongoing confrontation with the West over Ukraine and increases the likelihood that Russia
will lose its traditional dominance over that split country that straddles Russia and the West.

  

If that happens, prospects for a rapprochement between Russia and the West will be dead for a
considerable period. And the watchword in U.S.-Russian relations will be hostility. 

  

Thus, the downing of the Malaysian airliner is likely to be one of those hinge points that
historians look back on as having deflected the course of world events. In these spaces the
other day,  Jacob Heilbrunn suggested a possible correlation between the Malaysia Airlines
disaster and the assassination of Austria’s Archduke Ferdinand in Sarajevo, Bosnia, which set
in motion events leading to World War I . It’s worth pondering, particularly an element
of the Sarajevo story that could prove pertinent to our own time—namely, the mushrooming of
seemingly isolated events into major geopolitical confrontations.

  

It is noteworthy how quickly the political passions leading to the Sarajevo assassination were
overwhelmed by much larger and more profound geopolitical realities and tensions. The fate of
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the Serbs and their struggle against their Austrian overlords, a matter of intense political
anguish in the Balkans at the time, evaporated in significance as Europe’s great powers
grappled with complex alliance structures, far-reaching foreign-policy imperatives, internal
political threats, and the exigencies of national honor.

  

  

Similarly, the emotions generated the past week at the thought of innocent air travelers getting
blown out of the sky will soon be subsumed under much more significant geopolitical ambitions
and maneuverings. As columnist E.J. Dionne Jr. wrote this week , “Miscalculation and
thoughtless error have often sown chaos in the relationships among nations. The deaths of 298
innocent people . . . transformed the battle for Ukraine into a global issue.”

  

While nobody seriously believes the missile attack on the airliner was a purposeful effort to kill
civilians with no stake in the fate of Ukraine, it appears that pro-Russian separatist elements in
eastern Ukraine fired the missile that downed the plane and that they received the training for
the weapon, if not the weapon itself, from Russia. And, since the United States considers the
separatist insurgency in Ukraine to be illegitimate and Russia’s involvement even more so, it
was inevitable that the July 17 tragedy would be leveraged for broader geopolitical aims.

  

It will work. World opinion is turning powerfully against Russia and President Putin, with a lot of
help from important world leaders such as President Obama and his ambassador to the UN,
Samantha Power, as well as many others throughout America and Europe. The result is that
Putin will lose much of whatever leverage he had in the matter of the fate and future of Ukraine.
Whatever prospect he had of negotiating an end to Ukrainian bloodshed on terms acceptable to
him will be lost in the storm of anger generated by that airliner attack.
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  Again, this is reminiscent of the Sarajevo crime, so heinous that it swept away much of thesympathy previously harbored for the Bosnian Serbs in their struggle against the Habsburgs.Even the timing of Ferdinand’s visit constituted a nasty insult to Serbs throughout the Balkans,coming as it did on the venerated Serbian holiday commemorating the 1389 Serbian defeat atthe hands of the Ottomans. But now this insult, not to mention the broader Serbian struggle, nolonger mattered in the geopolitical swirl unleashed by the assassin’s bullets.  Similarly, Putin’s range of options will be severely attenuated now in the wake of the MalaysianAirline disaster. We are likely to see in Ukraine a chain of events that Putin was seeking toprevent through a series of extremely delicate and calculated maneuvers. To understand whatthis is all about, it is necessary to explore the fundamental interests that Putin was pursuing inUkraine as well as President Obama’s attitude toward those interests.  Russia’s interest in Ukraine is two-fold. First, it is imperative for Russia’s national interest, andalso for its cultural sensibility, that eastern Ukraine be allotted a reasonable degree of autonomyfrom the central authority in Ukraine. Ukraine is a split country. Half of its people are of westernorigin and look to the West as the locus of their cultural identity. But the country’s eastern half ispopulated by people of Russian origin, who speak Russian and whose cultural identityemanates from what they consider the Motherland. Russia considers it a national imperative toprevent these people from being swallowed up in a Ukraine dominated by the Western-orientedpeople of its western regions.  

  More significantly, Russia’s national interest requires that Ukraine never come under the fullsway and influence of the European powers. Ukraine has been part of the Russian sphere ofinfluence for more than 350 years, and this reality has contributed greatly to the country’s senseof security. The geography of Russia—vulnerable to attack through lands devoid of naturalprotective barriers—gives it a sense of vulnerability that has been, for centuries, uppermost inthe minds of its leaders and populace. The result is a need to control surrounding territory as ahedge against that inherent vulnerability. Ukraine has been part of this strategic concern forcenturies.  What this means is that Russia may accept Ukraine as a buffer nation between East and West,so long as its Russian-speaking people are accorded a proper degree of cultural respect andautonomy. But it will never allow Ukraine, and particularly eastern Ukraine, to be pulled awayfrom its historical tie with Russia and become a part of the West. This geopolitical necessity isas firmly embedded in the Russian consciousness as the Monroe Doctrine is embedded in theAmerican geopolitical outlook.  

  With this in mind, let’s turn to the facts on the ground. When Ukraine’s previous president, ViktorYanukovych, was forced from office following massive pro-Western street protests that turnedviolent and generated threats on his life, the country appeared to be headed toward civil war.The new president, Petro Poroshenko, faced the need to put down the separatist insurrection inthe country’s east. Russia’s Putin, after annexing Crimea in the crisis, seemed willing to acceptPoroshenko’s governing mandate to keep his remaining nation intact.  He asked his parliament to rescind the previously enacted law giving him the right to invadeUkraine. He said he and his government “want to create conditions for [a] peace process .” Healso ignored pleas from the separatist rebels in Ukraine that they be allowed to join the RussianFederation. Poroshenko welcomed these actionsas the “first practical step of support for the peace plan.”  Further, when Poroshenko launched a military attack on insurgent positions in the east, Putindid not embrace the insurgent cause. Soon Ukrainian government forces had cut in half theterritory controlled by the rebels and squeezed them largely into the eastern industrial city ofDonetsk. Morale crumbled in the rebel forces, and dissention emerged. As described in anexcellent dispatch in Canada’s Globe and Mail, several dozen militia fighters in Donetskabandoned their weapons and fatigues and disappeared. One rebel recruit was quoted assaying, “Russia abandoned us. The leadership is bickering. They promise us money but don’tpay it. What’s the point of fighting?”  Meanwhile, the putative leader of the separatist rebellion, Igor Girkin (or Strelkov, as he is morewidely known), acknowledged substantial impediments  to enlisting support from locals. “It isvery difficult,”  he said, “to protect this territory with the forces at our disposal.”  
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  In other words, Poroshenko was winning the war for control of eastern Ukraine, and Putin didnot pursue overt actions to reverse his gains. That’s the most salient reality of the situation onthe ground.  But Putin did provide covert support to the rebels in an effort to keep them from being overrun.Most likely, he pursued this approach largely to protect his bargaining position, and that ofeastern Ukraine, in any peace negotiations that might emerge.  After all, Poroshenko has not exactly conveyed a sensitivity to the interests of Russia or his ownRussian-oriented citizens. Upon taking office, he seemed to accept a degree of autonomy in theEast, but he set clear limits. Ukraine, he said, “was, is, and will be a unitary state.” Moresignificantly, he forcefully advocated a move “towards fully fledged membership of Ukraine inthe European Union”—building upon, he said, actions already taken to create an associationagreement with the EU and visa-free travel for Ukrainians to European countries. The call for“fully fledged” EU membership generated prolonged applause in the Ukrainian parliament.    It isn’t difficult to see why Putin bristled at this and why he felt a need to preserve his bargainingleverage in any negotiations that could be established to bring peace to this troubled land. Afterall the civic drama, the destruction of an elected government, the eastern rebellion, the resultingbloodshed, the Russian grab of Crimea, the great-power confrontations, it appears that theUkrainian government is still dedicated to pulling the country out of Russia’s sphere of influence.And it is equally apparent, manifest in Obama’s increasing sanctions squeeze against Russia,that the EU and the United States stand ready to aid and abet Poroshenko’s vision.  That’s the significance of the  enhanced sanctions  announced by Obama just prior to thedowning of the Malaysian jetliner. Obama wants Russia to stop supporting the pro-Russianseparatists in eastern Ukraine who wish to break off from the government in Kiev. Obama alsowants Russia to intervene with those separatists to get them to give up the fight and accept anegotiated settlement favored by Obama and his European counterparts. In other words,Obama and the EU want to neutralize Russia in the matter of Ukraine’s future so they canterminate Russia’s centuries-long dominance over the territory of Ukraine.  

  Russia can never accept this. No Russian leader could permit it and expect to remain Russia’sleader. So long as that threat hovers over those struggling to deal with this tragic mess,relations between Russia and the West will continue to deteriorate.  Prior to the Malaysian airliner disaster, the outcome of this standoff was an open question. Butnow, in the wake of this anger-generating event, Putin’s delicate maneuver game is on theverge of collapse. In the short term, it isn’t likely he will be able to reverse or impede the eventsleading to the integration of Ukraine, including eastern Ukraine, into the European community.  But in the long term, Russia will never accept this humiliating geopolitical defeat. Thus, willUkraine become a festering sore between East and West, a lingering flashpoint between Russiaand America. In this environment, there will be hardly any prospect at all of U.S. diplomacyenlisting Russia’s help in the pursuit of American goals in Iran, in the rest of the Middle East, inU.S. efforts to deal with a rising China, in our efforts to maintain stability in the Caucasus, or inglobal energy.  The ultimate outcome is likely to be written in the reality that Ukraine affects the strategicinterests of Europe and America hardly at all , whereas it is crucial to Russia’s strategicwell-being. That reality, coupled with the calamitous fallout of an aviation tragedy, will guideevents in Ukraine and surrounding environs far into the future.    Robert W. Merry is political editor of The National Interest  and the author of books onAmerican history and foreign policy. His most recent book is Where 
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